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ABSTRACT

The thermodynamic profiles of target site recogni-
tion have been surveyed for homing endonucleases
from various structural families. Similar to DNA-
binding proteins that recognize shorter target sites,
homing endonucleases display a narrow range of
binding free energies and affinities, mediated by
structural interactions that balance the magnitude
of enthalpic and entropic forces. While the balance
of "H and T"S are not strongly correlated with the
overall extent of DNA bending, unfavorable "Hbinding

is associated with unstacking of individual base
steps in the target site. The effects of deleterious
basepair substitutions in the optimal target sites of
two LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases, and the
subsequent effect of redesigning one of those
endonucleases to accommodate that DNA se-
quence change, were also measured. The substitu-
tion of base-specific hydrogen bonds in a wild-type
endonuclease/DNA complex with hydrophobic van
der Waals contacts in a redesigned complex
reduced the ability to discriminate between sites,
due to nonspecific "Sbinding.

INTRODUCTION

Site-specific DNA-binding proteins typically display
tight binding to their cognate target sites, and can
discriminate between those sites and potential noncognate
targets under demanding physiogical conditions—includ-
ing high salt, the presence of many competing DNA-
binding proteins in the cell and a vast background of
potential nonspecific target sites within genomic DNA
(1,2). Site-specific protein–DNA recognition is driven by
structural interactions and conformational changes
in both molecules that occur upon binding (3,4).
This includes: (i) the overall complementarity of shape

and charge between the two macromolecules, (ii) generic
interactions with the DNA phosphoribosyl backbone
(which attenuates overall affinity), (iii) interactions
between chemical groups on the protein and on the
nucleotide bases and (iv) binding-induced distortions of
the DNA duplex.
Interactions with the DNA bases include both nonpolar

contacts that are dominated by the van der Waals
(Lennard–Jones) potential and hydrogen bonds formed
between individual polarizable groups (5). These latter
contacts can be made directly between DNA and protein
atoms, or can be mediated by water molecules trapped
in the molecular interface (6). Distortion of the DNA also
contributes substantially to overall specificity, through the
influence of sequence-specific DNA conformational
preferences, because the energetic cost of disrupting the
DNA double helix (particularly by base unstacking)
can be strongly dependent on the sequence of the DNA
target (7).
Historical studies of specific protein–DNA-binding

energetics demonstrate that the free energy change
and affinity of DNA binding displayed by most proteins
fall within a relatively narrow range, by balancing
inversely proportional changes of enthalpy (�H) and
entropy (T�S) for any given binding event (1). This
balance has been termed ‘isothermal enthalpy–entropy
compensation’ (1,8), and allows DNA-binding proteins
that must perform extensive DNA remodeling or distor-
tion (such as the bacterial CAP protein or TATA binding
protein) to function under the same physiological condi-
tions and at similar molecular concentrations as
proteins that induce almost no distortion of their DNA
targets (such as the GCN4 transcriptional activator).
The absolute magnitude of these opposing thermody-
namic forces can vary dramatically between individual
proteins (each by up to +/�30 kcal/mol).
The majority of DNA-binding proteins that have been

subjected to detailed thermodynamic analyses recognize
relatively short (less than 10 basepair) target sites (1).
Most of those proteins display high fidelity, exhibiting
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a marked decrease in affinity and activity as a result
of basepair substitutions in their cognate target site.
For those systems, a strong correlation has been noted
between the extent of DNA distortion and the relative
balance of �H and �S upon protein binding. Proteins
that strongly distort their DNA targets are generally
observed to display unfavorable �H as a result of base
unstacking and molecular strain (1,8,9), which is balanced
by a net favorable T�S. This can be accomplished
by minimizing protein folding upon binding and by
extensive release of solvent molecules and counterions
when the molecules form a complex. In contrast, proteins
that bind to their DNA targets with minimal distortion
often display a favorable �H, balanced by unfavorable
T�S. This can be accomplished by coupling the binding
event to additional protein folding, as well as by
quenching of protein dynamic flexibility (10).
Homing endonucleases that act as mobile genetic

elements (usually in concert with microbial introns
and inteins) differ greatly from the previously studied
DNA-binding proteins mentioned above. They are small
proteins (typically less than 250 amino acids) and are
among the most specific DNA-binding proteins found
in nature, recognizing long target sites of 14–30 bp (11).
The most specific of the homing endonucleases are
under intense study as potential enzymatic reagents for
various applications that require highly specific targeting
of DNA sequences, including corrective gene therapy
and genomic engineering (12). All homing endonucleases
are able to tolerate individual polymorphisms at some
target site positions, providing a mechanism to increase
their overall genetic mobility. For the most specific
of homing endonucleases, the length of their DNA
target sites assures that any one target sequence can
occur by chance at a very low frequency (for example,
a single 22 bp site occurs by chance at a frequency of 1
in 1013). Even if several thousand closely related target
site variants of that length can be recognized by the
protein, the chance that any one of them might occur in
random genomic DNA is equal to the sum of
their individual probabilities—in some cases as low as 1
in 109, making them capable of acting as ‘gene specific
reagents’ (13).
Homing endonucleases can be classified into at least

five distinct structural families (Figure 1), based on
their structural similarities and conservation of active
site geometries(11). These families are the LAGLIDADG
proteins (the most specific, found in archaebacteria and
in mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes of fungi
and algae), His-Cys box proteins (found in protist
nuclear genomes), HNH and GIY-YIG proteins (both
found in primarily in phage) and PD-(D/E)XK proteins
(found in bacteria). With the exception of the His-
Cys box and HNH endonucleases that share a common
bba-metal active site motif (14), each of these families
has arisen from unique ancestors. The extraordinary
DNA-binding specificity displayed by these proteins
requires neither large tertiary structures nor the assistance
of additional protein factors.
Crystallographic structures are available for represen-

tatives of all homing endonuclease families (Figure 1),

showing that their mechanisms of DNA recognition
and association are widely divergent. The phage endonu-
cleases (HNH and GIY-YIG families) are completely
asymmetric and are composed of separate N- and
C-terminal catalytic and DNA-binding domains that are
tethered together by a variety of additional domains
and linkers (15–17). In nature these proteins
often exchange or swap either their catalytic or their
DNA-binding domains in a highly combinatorial manner.
Their isolated nuclease domains typically display
considerable non-specific DNA cleavage activity.

In contrast, the remaining homing endonuclease
families display significant symmetry in their tertiary
and/or quaternary structures, ranging from pseudosym-
metric, gene-fused monomers (such as the LAGLIDADG
endonucleases I-SceI and I-AniI) (18,19) to homodimers
(found in many lineages of LAGLIDADG and His-Cys
box proteins) (20,21) and tetramers (most recently
visualized for the bacterial PD-D/E-XK endonuclease
I-Ssp8603I) (22). In homing endonuclease systems involv-
ing protein dimers or tetramers, the corresponding
cognate target site in the biological host is often a
pseudopalindrome. In those cases, palindromic derivatives
of the DNA sites are also viable substrates for their
endonucleases.

In this study, we survey the free energy and
DNA-binding affinity, and the balance of enthalpy and
entropy, for representatives of most known families of
homing endonucleases using the method of isothermal
titration calorimetry (ITC) (23). In addition to a global
survey of DNA-binding energetics by these proteins,
we also characterize three particularly significant aspects
of homing endonuclease DNA recognition: the ability
of symmetric homodimers to recognize asymmetric
DNA targets, the energetic costs of encorporating
deleterious basepair mismatches in their cognate target
sites and the effect of subsequent efforts to redesign
protein contact points to accommodate those same
basepair substitutions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

All homing endonucleases used in this study were
overexpressed in Escherichia coli and purified as described
previously (methods found in the following citations).
The proteins surveyed were: I-MsoI (a LAGLIDADG
homodimer from the green algaeMonomastix) (20), I-AniI
(a LAGLIDADG monomer from the fungi Aspergillus
nidulans) (18), I-PpoI (a His-Cys box protein from the
slime mold Physarum polycephalum) (24), I-HmuI
(an HNH protein from bacteriophage SPO1) (17) and
I-SspI (a PD-D/E-XK protein from the cyanobacteria
Synechocystis) (22). All endonucleases were wild-type
constructs, with the exception of I-SspI (which was
expressed and purified as a catalytically inactive point
mutant, because the wild-type protein cannot be expressed
in E. coli at sufficient yield to permit ITC experiments).

All DNA oligonucleotides (1 mmol scale, salt-free
syntheses; see Table 1 for sequences) were purchased
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from Operon Biotechnologies, Inc. (Huntsville, AL,
USA). Complementary strands were annealed by heating
to 958C followed by slow-cooling to room temperature
to generate the double-stranded DNA target site for
binding analysis by ITC. Oligonucleotide target site
sequences were chosen based on previous identification
of their cognate target sites and additional biochemical
analyses. Asymmetric G-C anchors were added to
each end of palindromic and pseudo-palindromic sites
to prevent undesired hairpin formation and thus promote
formation of stable heterodimers. The homogeneity
of duplex constructs was verified by electrophoresis in
4% agarose.

Isothermal titration calorimetry

Appropriate pairs of protein and DNA samples
were dialyzed overnight into identical buffers, prior to
calorimetric measurements, using Tube-O-Dialyzers

(G Biosciences, St Louis, MO, USA). Individual buffer
compositions, chosen based on previous published studies
of optimal binding conditions for each endonuclease
(while preventing DNA cleavage by withholding magne-
sium), were as follows:
I-PpoI: 20mM sodium phosphate pH 8.0, 50mM NaCl

and 10mM EDTA (25,26).
I-MsoI: 50mM Tris pH 8.0, 75mM NaCl and 10mM

CaCl2 (20).
I-AniI: 50mM Tris, pH 7.5, 50–100mM NaCl, 10mM

CaCl2 (27).
I-SspI: 50mM Tris pH 7.5 and 200mM NaCl (28).
I-HmuI: 20mM HEPES pH 8.0, 50mM NaCl and

1mM EDTA (29).
Following dialysis, sample concentrations were

quantified by UV spectroscopy using a NanoDrop
ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies,
Inc., Wilmington, DE, USA). The extinction coefficients

Figure 1. Structures of homing endonuclease–DNA complexes in this study. The structures correspond to a homodimeric LAGLIDADG enzyme
(I-MsoI; 2.5 Å resolution), a monomeric LAGLIDADG enzyme (I-AniI; 2.4 Å), a homodimeric His-Cys box enzyme (I-PpoI, 1.7 Å), an HNH
enzyme (I-HmuI, 3.1 Å) and a tetrameric PD-D/E-XK enzyme (I-SspI; 3.1 Å). All structures shown are in complex with wild-type physiological
target sites from the biological host of the corresponding homing endonuclease. Bound metal ions are shown as spheres.
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(�) for the proteins were calculated using ProtParam
(30). The annealed DNA oligonucleotide �-values were
determined experimentally by digesting the dsDNA
oligonucleotides to completion with DNAse and using
known nucleotide-monophosphate �-values (31) to calcu-
late � for the dsDNA complex (32). Sample concentrations
ranged from 1.5 to 4.5mM protein and from 30 to 70 mM
dsDNA target.
ITC experiments were conducted on a VP-ITC

MicroCalorimeter (MicroCal, LLC, Northampton,
MA, USA) following manufacturer guidelines. The
protein sample was placed in the cell and the DNA
target in the auto-pipette. Individual runs consisted of
25–35 injections of 5–9 ml each, depending on sample
concentrations, and were conducted at a temperature of
308C and a stirring speed of 329 r.p.m. A full experiment
was composed of three experimental runs with both
DNA and protein components in the instrument, as well
as a control run of DNA into buffer. Following
integration and normalization of peaks, data from
the DNA into buffer control run was subtracted to
minimize the effect of DNA dilution on measured heat of
mixing. Data were fit using Origin 7 SR2 software
(OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA).
The data were well modeled by the one-site fitting
algorithm in Origin and the resulting fit parameters were
used to calculate KD.

For a ligand X binding to a single set of ‘n’ identical
sites on a macromolecule, the single-site binding constant
‘KD’= (filled sites)/(empty sites) and �Go=�R T
lnK=�Ho�T �So, where �Go, � Ho and �So are the
free energy, enthalpy and entropy change for single site
binding. By nonlinear least squares fit of calorimetric
titration data, the parameters KD, �H0, and n are
determined directly in a single experiment and �G0 and
�S0 may then be calculated. Titration calorimetry is
capable of defining all of these parameters in a single
experiment, resulting in nearly complete thermodynamic
characterization of the interaction (33).

DNA bending analyses

The extent of DNA bending and parameters of individual
basepair steps were analyzed for the crystal structures of
individual homing endonuclease-DNA complexes using
program ‘ReadOut’ (34) (via a web-based server located
at: http://gibk26.bse.kyutech.ac.jp/jouhou/readout/).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Affinity, binding free energy and thermodynamic
compensation across homing endonuclease families

The binding of 11 separate combinations of homing
endonucleases and various DNA target sites, representing

Table 1. DNA target site constructs

Protein Structural family Site name and site type Sequence of duplex (target site in bold)

I-PpoI His-Cys box
homodimer

WT: wild-type
cognate

pseudopalindrome

50 GGGGGAGTAACTATGACTCTCTTAAGGTAGCCAAAGGGGG 30

30 CCCCCTCATTGATACTGAGAGAATTCCATCGGTTTCCCCC 50

I-PpoI His-Cys box
homodimer

LL: left–left
palindrome

50 GGGGGTGCAGTGACTCTCTTAAGAGAGTCAGACGTGGGGG 30

30 CCCCCACGTCACTGAGAGAATTCTCTCAGTCTGCACCCCC 50

I-PpoI His-Cys box
homodimer

RR: right–right
palindrome

50 GGGGGTGCAGTGGCTACCTTAAGGTAGCCAGACGTGGGGG 30

30 CCCCCACGTCACCGATGGAATTCCATCGGTCTGCACCCCC 50

I-MsoI LAGLIDADG
homodimer

WT: wild–type
cognate
pseudopalindrome

50 GGGGGGCAGAACGTCGTGAGACAGTTCGGGGGGG 30

30 CCCCCCGTCTTGCAGCACTCTGTCAAGCCCCCCC 50

I-MsoI LAGLIDADG
homodimer

LL: left–left
palindrome

50 GGGGGGCAGAACGTCGTACGACGTTCTGGGGGGG 30

30 CCCCCCGTCTTGCAGCATGCTGCAAGACCCCCCC 50

I-MsoI LAGLIDADG
homodimer

RR: right–right
palindrome

50 GGGGGGCGAACTGTCTCGAGACAGTTCGGGGGGG 30

30 CCCCCCGCTTGACAGAGCTCTGTCAAGCCCCCCC 50

I-MsoI LAGLIDADG
homodimer

MIS: miscognate
pseudopalindrome

50 GGGGGGCAGAAGGTCGTGAGACCGTTCGGGGGGG 30

30 CCCCCCGTCTTCCAGCACTCTGGCAAGCCCCCCC 50

I-AniI LAGLIDADG
monomer

WT: wild–type
cognate asymmetric

50 CCTTCCCTGAGGAGGTTTCTCTGTAAACCCTTCC 30

30 GGAAGGGACTCCTCCAAAGAGACATTTGGGAAGG 50

I-AniI LAGLIDADG
monomer

WT-OPT: selected
optimal target asymmetric

50 CCTTCCCTGAGGAGGTTACTCTGTTAACCCTTCC 30

30 GGAAGGGACTCCTCCAATGAGACAATTGGGAAGG 50

I-SspI PD-D/E-XK
tetramer

WT: wild-type cognate
pseudopalindrome

50 GGGCCTTCGGGCTCATAACCCGAAGGGACG 30

30 CCCGGAAGCCCGAGTATTGGGCTTCCCTGC 50

I-HmuI HNH monomer WT: wild-type cognate
asymmetric

50GGGGGGTAATGAGCCTAACGCTCAGCAATTCCCACGTAAGGGGGG30

30CCCCCCATTACTCGGATTGCGAGTCGTTAAGGGTGCATTCCCCCC50

Underlined bases indicate positions in target sites for homodimeric (I-PpoI, I-MsoI) or tetrameric (I-SspI) homing endonucleases that are not
conserved between DNA half-sites (i.e. they contribute to asymmetry in otherwise palindromic targets).
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five major structural classes of these proteins, was
analyzed by ITC. The DNA constructs used for these
studies are shown in Table 1; the structure of each
wild-type protein/DNA complex is shown in Figure 1.
The affinities and thermodynamic signatures of
these interactions are summarized in Table 2 and
Figures 2 and 3.

The dissociation constants of the wild-type homing
endonuclease families against their wild-type, physiologi-
cal target sites range from 17 (I-PpoI) to 96 nM (I-AniI).
The precise affinity and thermodynamic values for
one wild-type endonuclease (I-HmuI, of the phage
HNH family) could not be estimated directly from ITC
data, due to multiphasic behavior in its binding isotherm
(described in detail subsequently). Gel shift experiments
for that endonuclease give KD values of �30 nM to
its cognate DNA targets (B.L.S., unpublished data).
Finally, the dissociation constant of a catalytically
inactive point mutant (E11Q) of I-Ssp8603I (a bacterial
PD-D/E-XK homing endonuclease) was 350 nM; this
probably represents a compromised binding affinity
due to the loss of a bound metal ion in the protein–
DNA interface. For the wild-type endonucleases that
could be analyzed in detail, the range of binding free
energies (�G) to their physiological DNA targets was
�10.8 kcal/mol (I-PpoI) to �9.8 kcal/mol (I-AniI).

With the exception of I-HmuI, the stoichiometries
of protein–DNA interactions measured in these experi-
ments were within 25% of 1:1 (protein functional
assemblies:DNA target sites), in agreement with pre-
viously published biochemical studies and crystallographic
analyses (Figure 2). The lower stoichiometry observed
for I-HmuI binding may reflect a higher percentage
of aggregated or misfolded protein (that may also
contribute to the unusual isotherm for that endonuclease).

For two endonucleases, their physiological binding
site is not the optimal substrate for that protein. I-AniI
(a LAGLIDADG monomer) binds a variant target site

containing two basepair substitutions with 12-fold
lower KD (8 nM) than its target in Aspergillus. Similarly,
I-MsoI (a LAGLIDADG homodimer) binds a
palindromic DNA target that consists of its two left
half-sites with a 3-fold lower KD (6 nM) than its
physiological target site. Both of these observations are
discussed in more detail in the following sections.
The thermodynamic DNA-binding profiles of these

proteins are widely distributed across the continuum
of enthalpy/entropy compensation, and obey the same
linear pattern of thermodynamic compensation noted
previously for a wide variety of DNA-binding proteins
(1) (Figures 2 and 3). Two of the endonucleases
(the His-Cys box protein I-PpoI and the PD-D/E-XK
protein I-Ssp8603I) display strongly exothermic DNA
binding, whereas the monomeric and homodimeric
LAGLIDADG endonucleases (I-AniI and I-MsoI) and
the HNH endonuclease (I-HmuI) display strongly
endothermic DNA binding (Figure 2). The range of
values for DH (from �35 to +13 kcal/mol) and TDS
(�23 kcal/mol to +25 kcal/mol) that separate these
individual protein–DNA interactions are as broad as
previously observed for other DNA-binding proteins
(Figure 3).

DNA bending and thermodynamic signatures

All available crystal structures of homing endonuclease/
DNA complexes demonstrate significant DNA bending
that is associated with the mechanism by which
each accomplishes recognition of long target sequences
(11) (Figures 1 and 4). In the case of dimeric
(LAGLIDADG and His-Cys-Box) and tetrameric
(PD-D/E-XK) homing endonucleases, cleavage is
executed across the minor groove of the target site
(generating 30 overhangs), thus allowing the protein to
contact and ‘read out’ contiguous sets of nucleotide
basepairs within the major groove of each DNA half-site,
at positions that flank the cleavage sites. This strategy

Table 2. Affinities and thermodynamic values of homing endonuclease–DNA-binding events

Protein Site KD �H �S �T�S �G
nM kcal/mol cal/mol/deg kcal/mol kcal/mol

I-PpoI WT 17� 1.7 �35.5� 0.29 �81.6� 0.87 24.7 �10.8
I-PpoI LL 87� 8.8 �35.1� 0.57 �83� 3.0 25.3 �9.8
I-PpoI RR 23� 1.6 �38.8� 0.26 �93.1� 2.4 28.2 �10.6
I-AniI WT 96� 10 11.2� 1.1 69.3� 3 �21.0 �9.8
I-AniI WT-OPT 8� 1 6.6� 0.7 59.0� 3 �17.9 �11.3
I-MsoI WT 21� 5.0 12.7� 0.27 77� 1.1 �23.3 �10.6
I-MsoI LL 6� 1.4 16.4� 0.20 91.7� 0.36 �27.8 �11.4
I-MsoI RR 17� 6.0 14.4� 0.40 83.0� 0.64 �25.2 �10.8
I-MsoI MIS 760� 53 21.2� 0.42 98� 2.7 �29.7 �8.4
I-MsoI redesigned MIS 46� 6.5 34.2� 0.42 146.5� 0.7 �44.4 �10.2
I-MsoI redesigned WT 243� 20 37.1� 4 152.7� 6 �46.3 �9.2
I-SspI (E11Q)a WT 350� 30 �23.3� 3 �47.3� 4 14.3 �9.0
I-HmuIb WT (30) Endothermic – – –

a‘I-SspI’ corresponds to a catalytically inactive mutant (E11Q) of the I-Ssp8603I homing endonuclease, containing an alteration of an active-site
putative metal-binding residue. In addition, the enzyme contains a second mutation on its surface far from the DNA-binding interface (F55K) to
improve its solubility. The resulting affinity and �Gbinding therefore may not reflect the wild-type enzyme.
bI-HmuI displays complex behavior in ITC experiments that is not reliably modeled mathematically (Figure 2). The reaction is strongly endothermic,
and the Kd for that binding event has been estimated at 30 nM.
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Figure 2. Thermodynamic profiles of representative homing endonuclease binding events. Heat profiles of sequential injections of DNA against
relevant endonucleases are shown. All endonucleases are wild-type except for a catalytically inactivated mutant of I-Ssp8603I; all DNA target sites
are the physiological sequences form the corresponding biological hosts. Three of the five representative homing endonucleases (the monomeric and
homodimeric LAGLIDADG enzymes and the HNH enzyme) display endothermic binding; the other two (the His-Cys box and PD-D/E-XK
enzymes) display exothermic binding. All of the enzymes studied could be fit to standard saturation curves, except for I-HmuI (described in detail in
the text), which displays complex multiphasic binding behavior.
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requires that the center of the DNA target sites
be significantly distorted near the scissile phosphates,
either by narrowing the minor groove and using two
closely juxtaposed active sites (as seen for the
LAGLIDADG enzymes) or by widening the minor
groove and using two physically separated active sites
(as seen for the His-Cys box and PD-D/E-XK enzymes).
In contrast, the monomeric phage endonucleases (such
as the HNH enzyme I-HmuI) bind even longer targets
(>25 bp), and use a tandem series of protein domains
to contact intermittent stretches of DNA bases within
both the major and minor groove of the target site.
For those complexes, DNA bending is again necessary in
order to access DNA bases in the minor groove and
to straddle the DNA backbone at various positions in
the complex.

For previously examined DNA-binding proteins,
unfavorable enthalpic changes upon DNA binding
(corresponding to an endothermic reaction event) have
been observed to correlate with increased distortion of
the DNA target, which in turn corresponds to basepair
unstacking and molecular strain (1). As discussed subse-
quently, a comparison of the binding thermodynamics
of the representative homing endonuclease complexes
(Figure 2, Table 2) to the distortion of their DNA target
sites (Figure 4) also demonstrates the dominant role
of base unstacking in promoting unfavorable changes
in enthalpy during DNA binding, while conversely also
demonstrating that significant DNA bending can be
accomplished while still maintaining base stacking and
producing a strongly exothermic-binding event.

The three homing endonucleases that display strongly
‘endothermic’ DNA binding (the two LAGLIDADG

endonucleases and the I-HmuI HNH endonuclease)
all display basepair roll angles and unstacking at
individual basepair steps that significantly depart from
undistorted B-form DNA (Figure 4). The LAGLIDADG
enzymes both display a single significant negative roll
angle at their central �1/+1bp step of ��208, corre-
sponding to pronounced narrowing of the minor groove
at the center of the target cleavage region. This DNA bend
and unstacking is accompanied by overwinding of
the central basepair step (‘twist’ rising to 508 and 608 for
the I-MsoI homodimer and I-AniI monomer, respec-
tively). In contrast, the HNH endonuclease I-HmuI
displays strongly ‘positive’ roll angles at two separate
basepair steps (+208 at step +9/+10 and then +378 at
step +13/+14). At each position the protein ‘hurdles’ the
phosphate backbone and inserts side chains into the
minor groove. The latter of these bends is accompanied
by widening of the minor groove and significant under-
winding of the DNA (‘twist’ being reduced to 228).
The two endonucleases that exhibit strongly

‘exothermic’ DNA binding (the His-Cys box I-PpoI
endonuclease, and the PD-D/E-XK endonuclease I-SspI)
also display significant DNA bending (overall bends of
�758 and 258 across the central 8 bp of their target sites)
and corresponding widening of the minor groove at the
site of cleavage. However, both proteins accomplish
binding and distortion of their DNA targets with roll
angles that never exceed +/�128 at any single basepair
step, and relatively small distortions of helical winding
(‘twist’) values across their target sites (Figure 4). In the
case of I-PpoI, the severe bend imparted to the DNA
target is accomplished through a mixture of smaller
cumulative roll angles (which act in concert to widen the
minor groove at the cleavage sites) and mutually opposing
tilts in a single DNA basepair step in each half-site.

Multidomain DNA recognition: I-HmuI

Whereas the eukaryotic and bacterial homing endonu-
cleases display relatively compact structures containing
single DNA-binding domains arranged in various oligo-
meric symmetries, the phage endonucleases (HNH and
GIY-YIG families) contain separate DNA interaction
domains arranged in a sequential tandem array along a
single peptide chain (15,16,35). These proteins are prone
to significant exchange and shuffling of their domains
during evolution, and the occasional insertion of
additional structural elements such as zinc fingers (36).
I-HmuI displays such a multidomain structure

(Figure 1) (17). Its N-terminal, antiparallel b–sheet
(contacting the 50 end of the target site) is associated
with the HNH nuclease core, which is then followed
by two a-helices that intercalate in the minor groove in
the center of the site, and finally a helix–turn–helix
domain that generates the majority of base-specific
contacts at the 30 end of the target site. The DNA binding
isotherm displayed by I-HmuI (Figure 2) is unique among
the measurements described here, in that it displays
complex multiphasic behavior as the total concentration
of protein increases with sequential injections. Each of
the first three injections (generating DNA concentrations

Figure 3. Isothermal enthalpy–entropy compensation by homing
endonucleases and other DNA-binding proteins. The enthalpic (�H)
and entropic (�T�S) contributions to site-specific DNA recognition of
different protein–DNA complexes, including several representative
wild-type homing endonucleases (highlighted in red) are shown.
The thermodynamic values for previously studied DNA-binding
proteins are shown in blue, and are taken from previous analyses by
Jen-Jacobson et al. (1) and references therein.
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in the sample cell rising from �10 to 30 nM) results in a
rapid absorption of heat (+�H) followed by a slower,
more modest release of heat (��H). The overall heat
signature becomes stronger with each of these early
injections. Beginning with the fourth injection (resulting
in a DNA concentration of �40 nM), the isotherm

demonstrates only a single feature corresponding to
heat absorption. This signal then displays a hyperbolic
reduction in strength with each ensuing injection
as saturation of the DNA target sites is achieved.
The transition from the multiphasic injection isotherms
to single peaks and subsequent return to baseline occurs

Figure 4. DNA distortion induced by homing endonuclease binding. DNA bend parameters were quantitated using program ‘Readout’ (34), via a
web-based server located at: http://gibk26.bse.kyutech.ac.jp/jouhou/readout/). The cognate target sequence, used in the individual crystal structures
from which the bend parameters were calculated, are shown; cleavage sites are indicated. All endonucleases in this study except for I-HmuI cleave
both strands to produce 3’ overhangs; I-HmuI nicks the lower strand only (vertical line). The individual features of basepair steps distortion shown in
the graphs (roll, tilt, twist and rise) are illustrated relative to a standard coordinate frame for double-stranded DNA.
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at a protein concentration near the previously measured
KD for the I-HmuI–DNA interaction.

While the pattern of heat absorption and release
demonstrated by I-HmuI described above and shown
in Figure 2 is difficult to explain to complete satisfaction,
there are two likely explanations. The first is that that a
small percentage of the protein is aggregated, a behavior
that is eliminated by early injections of DNA (perhaps
as free protein is titrated into DNA-bound complexes).
The second is that the early injection isotherms might
reflect to a biphasic binding event consisting of a relatively
fast endothermic association of one protein domain
(possibly the C-terminal helix–turn–helix domain)
followed by a slower exothermic step of intramolecular
association. It is possible that the N-terminal nuclease
domain, which displays fewer contacts with the DNA
and is known to display reduced DNA specificity on its
own (37), may require a slow step of DNA distortion at
the center of the target site before docking to the
remaining target sequence. Recent studies of GIY-YIG
endonucleases, which possess similar structural organiza-
tion, have also demonstrated DNA binding and cleavage
behaviors that involve initial rapid association
and subsequent slower conformational changes (38).

Symmetry recognizing asymmetry

Many multimeric homing endonucleases are encoded
within introns that interrupt highly conserved rDNA
and tRNA genes (39–43). The preponderance of
base-paired stem–loop elements in folded RNA structures
increases the frequency of palindromic sequences within
their coding regions, encouraging the persistence
of multimeric homing endonucleases, including both
homodimers (such as the His-Cys box endonuclease
I-PpoI and the LAGLIDADG endonuclease I-MsoI,
encoded by introns within algral rDNA genes) and
tetramers (such as I-Ssp8603I, encoded by an intron
within a bacterial tRNA gene). While such homing
endonucleases possess the advantage of being encoded
by particularly short reading frames, which are tolerated
well by their intron hosts, they are presented with
the challenge of maintaining activity when target site
symmetry is broken. In many cases, a homodimeric
protein is found to display cleavage activity against a
physiological DNA target site that displays surprisingly
little palindromic symmetry between left and right
half-sites. For example, the LAGLIDADG homodimeric
endonuclease I-CeuI acts at a target site that displays
only 36% sequence identity between left and right half
sites (21).

In such cases, one would anticipate that a homodimeric
homing endonuclease would display binding and cleavage
activity towards palindromic variants of its natural
target site, and that many such proteins would display
energetically superior (more favorable) contacts to one
half-site over the other. This was examined for homo-
dimeric endonucleases from both the His-Cys
Box (I-PpoI) and LAGLIDADG (I-MsoI) families, by
measuring their binding affinity and thermodynamic
profiles against palindromic DNA sequences (‘Left-Left’,

or ‘LL’ and ‘Right-Right’, or ‘RR’) derived from
individual half-sites of their host target sites (Table 1).
The two palindromic sequences derived from the I-PpoI
target site differ from one another at 4 bp out of 14
total. In contrast, the two palindromic sites derived from
the I-MsoI target (which is substantially more asym-
metric) differ at 12 out of 22 bp. Each of the palindromic
sites differs from the wild-type target at half of those
basepairs (all within a single half-site in each case).
I-PpoI and I-MsoI both display noticeable differences

in affinity towards the two palindromic DNA
sequences derived from their wild-type target (Table 2).
I-PpoI binds its ‘RR’ target 4-fold more tightly than its
‘LL’ target; I-MsoI binds its ‘LL’ target 3-fold more
tightly than ‘RR’. The corresponding differences in
�Gbinding between the palindromic targets for each
enzyme (��G) are �0.6 and 0.8 kcal/mol, respectively.
In both cases, these differences in binding affinity are
attributable to more favorable �Hbinding for the superior
palindromic target (�3.7 and �2.0 kcal/mol, respectively),
which is partially offset by smaller, unfavorable changes in
T�S. The differences in the binding affinities and
�Hbinding to the LL and RR palindromes is correlated
to the total number of contacts made to nucleotide bases
in each unique half-site. For example, I-MsoI displays 20
contacts to atoms on DNA bases in the left half-site
(10 water mediated, 10 direct to side chains) versus 15
similar contacts to DNA bases in the right half-site (again,
half of the contacts are water mediated). The number of
contacts to DNA backbone atoms are identical in both.
Interestingly, the two enzymes behave differently

towards their wild-type asymmetric target sites from
the host as compared to the palindromic variants.
I-PpoI binds its asymmetric cognate target site with an
affinity (KD �17 nM) that is comparable to the more
‘tightly’ bound of the two palindromes (KD �23 nM).
In contrast, I-MsoI binds its asymmetric cognate site with
an affinity (KD �21 nM) that is comparable to the
more ‘loosely’ bound palindromic target (KD �17 nM).
The ability of a homodimeric homing endonuclease
to recognize an asymmetric target site with an affinity
that rivals a palindromic repeat of one half-site, or to even
prefer the asymmetric cognate target over either
palindromic variant (rather than displaying an affinity
that is obviously an intermediate between the two
palindromes) has also been observed for the
LAGLIDADG homing endonuclease I-CeuI (21).

The LAGLIDADG family: specificity and engineering

Homing endonucleases are under intense scrutiny
as potential reagents for targeted genetic applications,
in which genomes of target organisms or cells are
manipulated in vivo, using site-specific recombination to
alter or add desired traits. This field requires the
development of highly specific DNA-binding proteins
that can stimulate gene conversion events at unique sites
within complex genomes. Over the past several years,
two different approaches to create enzymes capable of
inducing site-specific DNA double-strand breaks have
been developed: zinc finger nucleases (44) and engineered
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homing endonucleases (12,45). LAGLIDADG homing
endonucleases are particularly attractive systems for the
development of gene-specific reagents: they are the most
specific of all known homing endonucleases, possess
relatively small and highly modularized structures, and
have tightly coupled mechanisms of specific DNA
recognition and cleavage. A variety of studies have
demonstrated that the DNA-binding specificity of
LAGLIDADG endonucleases can be altered in predict-
able ways, ranging from the creation of artificial chimeric
enzymes (46,47) to endonucleases that harbor individual
amino acid substitutions in the protein–DNA interface
(48–55).
Unlike many DNA-binding proteins, engineering and

selection of homing endonuclease constructs that display
altered DNA-binding specificity (particularly the
LAGLIDADG family) is facilitated by two properties:
they display relatively modest reductions in affinity
when individual contacts to nucleotide bases are elimi-
nated, and they utilize highly modularized and separable
contacts between individual amino acid side chains and
DNA bases. While this strategy of DNA recognition
does not reduce the rules for binding specificity down to
the simplicity of a one-to-one ‘code’ between protein
residues and DNA bases, it does greatly simplify the
complexity of DNA recognition and its redesign.
In order to investigate the exact effect of deleterious

single base substitutions on binding specificity and affinity
of LAGLIDADG endonucleases, we characterized the
differences in binding thermodynamics for two separate
LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases (monomeric I-AniI
and homodimeric I-MsoI) when complexed to optimal
target sites, versus nonoptimal miscognate target sites.
For each study, the effect of simultaneously altering two
basepairs was measured (sequences of sites shown in
Table 1). We then went on to further characterize the
thermodynamic effects of a ‘redesign cycle’ for I-MsoI,
where amino acid substitutions in the enzyme were
engineered with the goal of reacquiring high affinity,
specific recognition of the formerly miscognate target
sequence.
In the case of I-AniI, the optimal target site for

the endonuclease differs from the wild-type, physiologic
target site at two basepair positions (Table 1). Both
mutations (at positions +1 and +8) consist of an
inversion of an A:T basepair and were identified in an
in vitro screen for hypercleavable target site variants (13).
The endonuclease displays a 12-fold difference in affinity
towards these two targets (KD(wild-type)=96 nM;
KD(optimal)=8nM), corresponding to a difference in
�Gbinding of �1.5 kcal/mol. The less favorable �Gbinding

to the wild-type site is caused by a substantial increase in
the heat absorbed during binding to that site (�H is
increased by 4.6 kcal/mol), which is partially offset by a
more favorable entropic change for the formation of
the miscognate complex.
In contrast, the homodimeric I-MsoI displays near

optimal binding affinity to its physiological cognate
target site. Two simultaneous alterations of that target
sequence, consisting of a substitution of �6C:G to �6G:C
in the ‘left’ DNA half-site, and a similar change from

+6T:A to +6G:C in the symmetry-related ‘right’ half-
site, result in significant reduction of cleavage activity
under standard reaction protocols. These substitutions
were chosen based on structure-based computational
predictions of DNA mutations that would cause a
significant reduction in binding affinity of the wild-type
enzyme (51). At both of these DNA positions, Lys 28 is
engaged in a hydrogen bond to the purine ring and Thr 83
makes a water-mediated contact to the pyrimidine
(Figure 5A). Converting either base pair to a G:C was
predicted to disrupt binding by the loss of the direct
hydrogen-bonding interactions and by desolvation of
Lys28.

I-MsoI displays a 36-fold increase in the dissociation
constant KD against the miscognate target site relative
to the wild-type target site (from 21 nM up to 760 nM)
(Figure 5B). This reduction in affinity corresponds to a
2.1 kcal/mol loss of favorable �Gbinding (from �10.6 kcal/
mol for the wild-type complex to �8.5 kcal/mol for the
miscognate site). Similar to I-AniI, the change in �Gbinding

to the miscognate site is caused by a significant increase in
the heat absorbed during binding (�H rises from 12.7 to
21.2 kcal/mol), which is partially offset by a more
favorable entropic change (T�S decreases from �23.3 to
�29.7 kcal/mol).

For both enzymes, the deleterious basepair mismatches
are presumed to lead to the loss of hydrogen bonds
between protein side chains and DNA bases, and possibly
the introduction of interatomic steric clashes in the
interface. The total magnitude of unfavorable thermo-
dynamic changes induced by these mismatches is reduced,
however, by increased entropy in the miscognate
complex: presumably the complexes between the endonu-
cleases and their miscognate target sites display
increased torsional and vibrational disorder in both
the protein and the DNA at the site of nonoptimal
contacts.

The I-MsoI endonuclease was subsequently engineered
to compensate for the basepair substitutions at positions
+/�6 in the DNA site, by redesign of the surrounding
amino acids (Figure 5D). In these studies, a double
point mutation in the enzyme, consisting of K28L and
T83R, was predicted to reestablish energetically favorable
interactions with the DNA bases (51). This computational
redesign prediction was validated by crystallographic
analyses, and by functional assays for cleavage activity
against the novel target site. In the structure of the
redesigned cognate enzyme/DNA complex, Leu28 makes
a non-polar contact with the C5 of the cytosine rings at
the altered basepair positions and Arg83 makes two
hydrogen bonds to the corresponding guanine base of
the same basepairs.

Armed with crystal structures of the WT:WT and
Mutant:Mutant complexes of I-MsoI bound to DNA
(Figure 5A and D), the thermodynamic profiles of the
redesigned enzyme to its corresponding ‘cognate’ target
and to the original wild-type DNA sequence were
determined. As described above, the wild-type enzyme
displays dissociation constants of 21 and 760 nM to its
cognate and noncognate target sites (a 36-fold difference
in affinity). In comparison, the redesigned enzyme displays
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a binding affinity to the mutated DNA target that
is almost entirely restored as compared to the original
wild-type complex (KD=46nM) and a 5.3-fold higher
dissociation constant for the original wild-type site
(KD=243 nM). The amount of discrimination between
cognate and noncognate sites displayed by the redesigned
enzyme is therefore somewhat lower than the wild-type
protein, corresponding to a ��Gbinding (cognate versus
noncognate) of �1 kcal/mol.

The near wild-type affinity and �Gbinding between the
redesigned I-MsoI and the altered DNA target site is
driven entirely by a significant improvement in the
already favorable entropic change upon binding.
T�Sbinding is increased by over 20 kcal/mol as compared
to the original wild-type binding event, compensating for a
significant unfavorable increase in heat absorption
(+�H) upon binding. This dramatic alteration in the
thermodynamic profile of the redesigned protein–DNA

pair is probably a result of the introduction of a
hydrophobic leucine side chain at residues 28 and 280 in
place of lysine. In both enzyme constructs, residue 28 is
solvent-exposed in the unbound enzyme and buried in
the DNA complex. In the case of the wild-type protein,
the lysine side chain simply exchanges hydrogen bonds
with solvent for similar interactions with the DNA.
In contrast, binding of the redesigned endonuclease is
presumably accompanied by significant desolvation of
the solvent-exposed leucine side chain. When the
original DNA target sequence is bound by the same
redesigned enzyme construct, the less favorable enthalpy
of binding is partially negated by the still strongly
favorable entropic changes that accompany burial of the
hydrophobic leucine side chains. Therefore, the enzyme
does not display as large a difference in affinity between
cognate and miscognate DNA targets as is observed
for the wild-type enzyme. An important take-home

Figure 5. Thermodynamic signature of a homing endonuclease redesign cycle. The wild-type I-MsoI endonuclease (top left; A) binds to its cognate
target site with a Kd of 21 nM, driven by a favorable entropic change (T�S) upon binding. Simultaneous alteration of a base pair in each half site
(position +/� 6) results in a 30-fold increase in Kd, correlated with an unfavorable increase of 2.1 kcal/mol in the free energy of binding (��G) (top
right; B). This energetic penalty is caused by a large unfavorable increase in the enthalpy of binding. Redesign of the enzyme, via two point
mutations in the protein/DNA interface (bottom right; D), almost entirely restores affinity and free energy of binding (KD=46nM). Finally, analysis
of the redesigned enzyme against the original target site (bottom left; C) indicates that the newly created LHE, while displaying a specificity switch,
only displays about a 5-fold to 10-fold increase in KD.
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message of this analysis is that the replacement of
hydrogen-bond contacts with hydrophobic van der
Waals contacts in the protein–DNA interface, during
protein engineering, may lead to an undesirable loss of
specificity and discrimination.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Homing endonucleases are unique in that they all must
arrive at a successful balance of two somewhat contra-
dictory properties: high-enough specificity to avoid
toxicity to their biological host, and low-enough fidelity
to maximize opportunities for evolutionary transfer and
mobility. Each unique structural family of homing
endonuclease is largely constrained to a certain biological
host range, and has arrived at the optimal balance of these
properties relative to the average genomic size of those
hosts. The comparative analysis of multiple lineages
of these proteins offers many insights into the constraints
placed on DNA recognition by such proteins.
Additionally, the characterization of thermodynamic
profiles of engineered homing endonucleases promises to
add detail to this field for future applications in genomic
engineering and medicine.
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